
 

 

A.dOdd one out. (2) 

 

 

1. a . die out  b . kill    c . live       d . hunt 

2. a . heart  b . brain  c . blood  d . moon 

3. a . interesting b . amazing  c . boring  d . wonderful 

4. a . plain  b . mountain  c. jungle  d . zoo 

 

 

 

 

B.Match the words with their definitions. There is one extra word on the right. (2) 

 

5. A small number of things or people ______    a . facts 

6. Strong and well   _____      b . collect 

7. To go and get someone or something_____    c . future 

8. Things that are true ____      d . healthy 

                                                                                                                           e . a few 

 

 

 

C.Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word. (3) 

 

                                (injured - defended- relatives - donate- powerful- hunt- natural) 

 

9. One of our __________ is a zookeeper in Mazandaran. 

11. Tooran is the ____________ home of Persian Zebra. 

11. These animals sleep in the day and _________ at night. 

12. You need a __________ microscope to see something so small. 

13. The brave soldiers __________ our country during the imposed war. 

14. I brought the __________ bird into my room and took care of it. 
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D.Complete the sentences with your own information. (2) 

 

15. She tried to pay a___________ to what her teacher was saying. 

16. Cheetahs are w___________ animals that can run very fast. 

17. A building from which people can watch the planets and the stars is an o___________. 

18. Everyone knows that water and milk are l___________ 

 

  

         

E.Find the mistakes in the following sentences and correct them. (1) 

 

19. A: I saw a lot of mouses in the street. 

 

 

 

21. Last year was the goodest year of my life.  

 

 

 

F.Draw downward           or upward               arrows for the following sentences. (1) 

 

21. How was your trip to Thailand?          _____ 

22. Did you buy that laptop or not?           _____ 

23. Is  Narges in the first grade?              _____ 

24. Do you live in Tehran?      _____ 

  

G.Unscramble the following sentences. (2) 

 

25. lives/ in/ Iran/ wild/ this/ plains/ animal/ the/ of/. 

               

26. planets/ we/ telescope/ a/ without/ can/ see/ all/ the/ ? 

                

27. moons/ more/ sixty/ has/Jupiter/than/  

         

28. day/ long/ monkeys/ babies/ all/ carry/ their 
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H.Complete the following words. (1) 

 

29. C_ll_ct 

31. W_ldl_fe 

31. Dail_  _x_rcis_ 

32. D_ff_r_nt 

 

 

I.Choose the correct answer. (2) 

  

33. Rosa and I have ____ French class together. ______ teacher is ____ Mr. Smith. 

a . a/ our/ __  b. a/ his/ __  c . an/ our/ __  d . an/ his/ the 

       

   

             

34. Vegetables are  ________________ fast food. 

a . as healthy  b . healthier than c . the healthiest d. healthy 

    

 

 

35. I bought many cheap things in that shop, but salt was _____________. 

a . cheap   b . cheaper than c . the cheapest  d . cheaper 

 

 

36. My uncle lives in a/an _________ house in a __________ village. 

a . old wooden/ small beautiful   b . old wooden/ beautiful small 

c .wooden old/ small beautiful   d . wooden old/ beautiful small 
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J.Read the following passage and then choose the correct answer .(2) 

 

Stress, smoking and fatness can hurt our heart. They are very _____37_____ for our body. They can make us 

sick and cause a lot of _____38_____ . But don’t worry. There are many ____39____ things you can do which 

can help you have a healthy heart. You can simply make your heart healthy by eating fresh food and by getting 

____41____ exercise. 

 

37. a . careful  b . harmful  c . wonderful  d . helpful 

38. a . problems b . sore throats  c . plans  d . viruses 

39. a . sure  b . upset  c . cool   d . useful 

41. a . final  b . amazing  c . enough  d . energetic 

 

 

 

 

K.Read the following passage and answer the questions. (2) 

 

Do you know that polar bears are endangered? What does that mean exactly? Endangered means there are 

very few of that kind still alive. Someday they may become extinct. You may ask yourself what people can do to 

help endangered animals. People can protect plants and animals from becoming extinct or endangered. One 

way is to protect the natural homes pf plants and animals. 

 

When humans cut down trees in forests and build homes or factories instead, the animals will have no place to 

live. Some living things can find new homes when humans destroy or change their natural homes. Other living 

things can’t find new homes. They will die. 

 

41. According to the passage, which one is True? 

a. We can find a lot of polar bears in the world. 

b. People can’t do anything to help the polar bears. 

c. There may be no polar bear in the future. 

              

42. The phrase “become extinct” in paragraph 1 means : _______________. 

a . turn down    b . die out  

c . become dangerous   d . be alive 

 

43. When do animals lose their natural homes? 

______________________________________________. 

 

44. What can people do to help the endangered animals? 

______________________________________________. 

 

         

GOOD  Luck:FAYYAZ 
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